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Frenetic, genre-busting soundscapes featuring production too wild for the imagination, yet wild enough to

get your body shakin. 15 MP3 Songs ELECTRONIC: Dance, POP: with Electronic Production Details:

News Release FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE Four months after the official release of the debut album,

Invazion of the Bodyshakers, the re-emergence of their fitness classes and a season of touring and

promotion, the Bodyshakers are still on the grind! The release of the album is revolutionary as it is rare for

dance fitness organizations to expand into the music industry. Donna Jordan, founder of DB, is an

ACE/AFAA certified fitness instructor, based in Hollywood, MD. Her syle of instruction in dance fitness

involves fusing elements of African dance, Latin movements and hip-hop routines desgined to introduce

people to different musical and ethnic genres. The CD release follows suit, pulling from middle-eastern,

hip-hop and house, while seamlessly blending dramatic drum-n-bass rhythms. Terence Wiles, Artisitc

Director for Donna's Bodyshakers and founder of Tu Wild Marketing and Entertainment (TWME), served

production duties for the release. "It has been a long, hard process," Wiles confirmed while inside Da

Spot Recording Studio in Richmond, Va. "I actually started putting the tracks together last May," Wiles

continued. "I wound up using some stuff that I had been working on when I first started producing, but sort

of rearranging them to fit the style of the CD." Wiles admits that while he's gotten rave responses thus far,

he's still nervous, as this is his first major release. "It's a work of art. It's like a piece of me that I'm sharing

with the world. I wanted it to be a great representation of me and encompass everything that Donna

wanted." Jordan confirmed her appreciation for the project, "It's everything that I wanted it to be. There's a

difference between this style of music and the typical pre-fab fitness music. This is distinct and very wild."

Jordan, having just given natural birth to her fourth child, has reintroduced classes in Cardio Rhythms,

Hip-Hop, and Healthy Moms, where she will also feature music from the forthcoming release. An official
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track listing is available via the Bodyshakers' web site, bodyshakers.com. Tu Wild Marketing and

Entertainment offers music production, writing, editing and marketing services for all industries interested

in out-of-the box solutions and outcomes. The driving force behind any Tu Wild project is the celebration

of the obsure, blazing new trails and setting new trends in marketing and music. tuwild.com .
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